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THE SSM0SERIES'
cBC's topline series of digital and half-speed,
mastered high-end records and cassettes.
Promoted on radio and television, critically
acclaimed, these orchestral recordings are in
a class of their own!
Selti nsoe o up to $14.9aper Ip or
tap.tisudt speclal offer makes any
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HEART 0F GOLO
30 ears of Canadien Pop Musc
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A generous slice of
world-class talent - meet
Cenadas top music
superstars.
175 b&w photos. 16 colour pages.
314.95PAPERSACK
$24.95 NARDSACK
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Regular $8.98 OTIDENT $5.99
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anyodhn p.

NANCY WHrI - UNEXPECTED
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political perormerlcomnposer.
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0F SAXOPHONE
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playr the classics of the sax - from
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LM4M LAADIAN BRfAS$ -UNEXPLORED TERRITORY
The heavy side of the Canadian
Bress, with rhythm section.
Regular 38.98 STUDENT $5.99
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